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Regional Ideals
Direct and Representative Democracy
Defensive - Liberator military policy
Active recruitment
Regional mergers and Diplomatic expansion
Ideology
Revolutionary Socialism
Libertarian Marxism
Luxemburgism
Trotskyism
Communism
Council Communism
Anarcho-Communism

Manifesto of the The Spartacist Coalition
Succeeding the first and largest Political Coalition in the Golden Era, The Spartacist
Coalition is a broad group of
libertarian revolutionary socialist, from Luxemburgist, to Trotskyist, to Anarcho-
Communist.

Our aim is to uphold Direct and Representative Democracy, focus militarily on
defence and liberation, promote
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The Spartacist Coalition
Direct and
Representative
Democracy
Through direct
Revolutionary Assembly
and representative
Revolutionary Parliament
votes, we wish to maintain
a quick but democratic and
fair system for passing
legislation.
Resident's opinions must
always be taken into
consideration when
enacting policies, and it is
the duty of the government
to popular will without
oppressing minorities.

Defensive -
Liberator military
policy
Our duty to Nationstates
and all of NSLeft is defence
of less powerful regions.
Natives are displaced every
day from their homes, very
much like we were during
Raidercon. It is our duty
and honour to host these
refugees and secure their
home region.
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The Ned Kelly Discussion
thread. (15)

Your reaction to AN's news
(7,172)

Right Wing Discussion
Thread XIII: Do… (8,120)

[AT VOTE] Liberate
Confederation Of C… (379)
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active recruitment and Diplomatic expansion.
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Coalition Leadership and Membership
The Spartacist Coalition is represented through its leadership, divided between:
Coalition Premier, elected through a Coalition-wide vote seven days after a
Revolutionary Parliament election, responsible for managing members and any
executive decisions;
Coalition Parliament Leader, elected through a vote between Members of
Parliament representing The Spartacist Coaliton seven days after a Revolutionary
Parliament election, responsible for legislative stances and Coalition ideals.

If you're interested in joining The Sparticist
Coalition, telegram the Coalition Premier!
Coalition Premier: [Acting] Red HighValley
Coalition Parliament Leader:  [Acting] Red HighValley
Members: Red HighValley, The Shi Commune, Marxist Canada, 
Dylan Murdoch, Rakivland, Notoria, KentuckyFriedCommunism, 
Libertarian Communist Planets

Active recruitment
Automatic recruitment and occasional manual recruitment has proven to be a winning
technique in the expansion of our numbers. Growth is the priority of most governments,
and we will continue regional recruitment.

Regional mergers and Diplomatic expansion
Diplomacy can be our greatest strength to assert our position within the left sphere of
Nationstates. Through mergers, alliances and pacts we can expand our numbers and unite
our separated regions for an unbreakable union. Anti-fascism and solidarity must always
be our international priority.
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